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Abstract: 
The paper elaborates the concept and significance of media policy and implements it to 
the Serbian Armed Forces. The importance of the media in the security sector at na-
tional and international level is analyzed and the need for good media representation 
of the Serbian Armed Forces is emphasized in order to support the public for important 
decisions concerning military and security issues. The concept of strategic communica-
tions and their relationship with the media policy that the Armed Forces should devel-
op as one of the instruments of soft power, which is of interest not only to this system, 
but also to the state and society, has been presented. Moreover, the main elements are 
presented, whose fulfillment would create conditions for the establishment and con-
duct of an adequate media policy as an instrument of soft power. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The new age brings a new reality: "…the development of technology and information revolution have 
established a completely new environment, both for political decision-makers on military actions and 
for the very Armed Forces" [1]. It is becoming increasingly clear that geostrategic goals (primarily of 
great powers) are achieved through the following line of pressure: political and diplomatic, economic, 
media and military. However, the military one is usually used in the end. Before that, the other men-
tioned pressures are combined, which may have pronounced intelligence-informative or media-
communication elements/strategies [3][4]. The latter aim to gain their own public, groups, informal 
and formal centres of power, as well as foreigners, who are relevant in a given situation [2]. 

The most well-known experts in the field of PR focused on military-political issues [5][6][7][8] agree 
that the influence of public opinion can be of great importance for making and implementing deci-
sions related to military and security issues. This does not mean decisions on entering into acts of war, 
but the relationship and interdependence of the state (state leadership) and the military, the people 
and the military, redesigning the role of the military, its transformation, etc. "Important decisions in 
the field of politics, finance, security and other elites can be made without the public support, but the 
chances for their long-term and successful implementation are then significantly reduced" [2]. 

The security reform and defence policy-making has to take into account the fact that security and 
defence are increasingly becoming political issues, which would have to be understood to the general 
public in order to support them [9]. One of the main problems in this process is the one that affects 
the entire public sector of Serbia, including the military system. It is the problem of insufficiently de-
veloped communication that has only recently been given more importance, which is largely caused 
by unorganized (or insufficiently implemented) legislation and insufficiently built awareness in the 
society and institutions about the importance of high-quality, timely and organized communication. 
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STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION, MEDIA AND SOFT POWER - THE NEED TO DEVELOP THE 
MEDIA STRATEGY OF THE SERBIAN ARMED FORCES 

Strategic communication is a term used to denote the highest level of engagement of communication 
achievements of an organization in improving its mission [10]. In the context of national defence and 
security, strategic communication can be identified with each activity, statement, message, descrip-
tion and action of the state armed forces that affects the perception and public opinion of the popu-
lation that witnesses it [11]. Strategic communications management implies the way in which an or-
ganization presents itself in the society as a social actor in creating public culture and considering 
issues of public importance. In this sense, strategic communication can be considered through: 

- national (state) institutional level, which includes: public diplomacy, psychological operations, social 
marketing, propaganda and interest communications (lobbying, advocacy, strategic negotiation); 

- corporate level, which includes: public relations, integrated marketing communications, socially re-
sponsible practice, corporate political activities [12]. 

Strategic security communication plays a significant role in national and international relations, and 
should stem from strategic national interests. It can be viewed as a process, goal or means of achiev-
ing interest. 

In this sense, the main object of strategic communication is the public in all its segments, and the in-
struments and channels of action are the media-traditional (TV, radio, press) and modern (Internet 
and new media). 

The impact on public opinion is achieved through campaigns, which, in principle, contain three main 
phases [13]: 

- defining issues in the public through the use of activist groups and their actions, involving opinion 
leaders, who divert the public's focus on the desired topic. At this stage, the public, which is wider 
than driving group, becomes aware of a problem. With the increase of interest, the popularization of 
a problem grows with the constant presence of the media; 

- the involvement of the media, which, in order to more clearly convey a message and encourage a 
wider audience, simplify the interpretation of a problem, thus making it easier for new, previously 
disinterested individuals to participate in discussing a problem and taking a stance; 

- the involvement of the state institutions. The popularization of a problem leads to an increase in the 
motivation of stakeholders and the involvement of the institutions of the state, which is under pres-
sure to take steps to resolve an issue. The pressure is exerted from the public base ("the public 
wants") while at the same time using the really aroused interest ("the public needs"). The whole pro-
cess is completely covered with the assistance of the media, which practically maintain the required 
level of tension and the presence of a topic in the phased conquest of a wider circle of the public. 

From the point of view of correlations and conditioning of the public, media and politics in the con-
text of the security sector, contemporary literature identifies the processes of influencing political 
decisions from influencing security and foreign policy. These influences are carried out in the cycle 
"politics - media - politics", within which the holders (communicators), processes (media reporting, 
political processes), ambience (topic coverage, political ambience) with the strong influence of infor-
mation controllers (gatekeeping) are emphasized, all within the set paradigm of strategic communica-
tion goals [14] (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. 
Model of cyclical influence of politics - media – public [15] 

 
There is no doubt that the media have a strong stimulating effect on creating people's opinions, more 
precisely, on creating public opinion. Furthermore, the media are an instrument of strategic commu-
nication, which is one of the expressions of the state power and an instrument in political and security 
fulfillment of national interests. Strategic communication is an expression of the state soft power and 
its systems (the Armed Forces is one of the most important systems in the case of the Republic of 
Serbia) and can have an offensive and defensive character. The conditionality of strategic communica-
tion as the subject of preservation and protection of national values and interests, and thus elements 
of national security, establishes the need for resilience and informative vitality of a nation. This further 
causes the need to develop an adequate media strategy at national level. The Serbian Armed Forces 
are the main holder of the defence function, so it is natural and necessary for them in the conditions 
of the importance of strategic communication for the execution of their mission to begin the devel-
opment of a current media strategy relevant for modern conditions. 

MEDIA POLICY 

Media policy is a continuous media action on certain demographic groups. It consists of determining 
general and communication goals, their execution - through media campaigns and public relations, 
and through selected communication channels - the media [2]. 

Media policy is a means of addressing a wide audience, the society, at national and international level 
in continuity. The unification of communication instruments is necessary in order to derive a good 
rating from coordinated and harmonious actiona positive image and the better and longer-lasting 
relationship with different target groups. The establishment of media policy and public opinion is in-
fluenced by many elements which, depending on their strength and representation, influence the 
communication process. Among them are: a type of the society (various demographic, sociological, 
educational, cultural, religious and developmental factors), historical circumstances and experiences, 
media development of the state, surroundings, general circumstances, etc [2] (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. 
„Wheel” of media policy 

 
However, media policy, in addition to its moment of mass address, has a tendency of exceptional 
segmentation of the audience when the address/action conditioned (or marked) by complex or social-
ly rather important issues is „produced”. This is done for two main reasons. The first is based on easi-
er selection of communication strategies, means and messages in relation to individual groups, in 
order to increase the efficiency of media activities. The focus is on the creator and recipient of a mes-
sage with its anthropological (cultural, social and psychological) characteristics, then communication 
strategy and argumentation contained in a message, and linguistic factors [2]. 

The second reason lies in deeper social segmentation. There are two types of opinion leaders (public 
opinion) - formal and informal [16]. The former have been given this name because they represent 
elected officials (institutional, political, non-governmental, high-ranking organizational or corporate 
and public persons). Journalists often ask them for statements, that is, opinion on a specific issue 
concerning their responsibilities or interests. These are "legitimate, formal leaders of power". 

The second group consists of informal opinion leaders, those who have an impact on people, groups 
and their environment due to their personal characteristics, such as: information, knowledge - credi-
bility, articulation, leadership and charisma, driving force. The deeper segmentation of media activities 
and media policy tries to identify this part of the society. According to many sociologists, and their 
research, the importance of these leaders is enormous, often crucial. The result of that research is the 
theory of two-phase communication, which later grew into the theory of multiphase flow, although it 
is basically the same idea: public opinion is formed by the opinions of people who have already refined 
information, evaluated them and formed an opinion that is transferred to others. This model is pre-
sented as a series of concentric circles, whose epicentre contains opinion makers. They receive great 
quantities of information through mass media and other sources, and forward some of that infor-
mation to the next circle, whose members represent the interested public. By expanding the circles, 
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we come to the disinterested public that remains out of the process of public opinion, although a part 
of the people from this circle will still get some information and show interest [2]. 

MEDIA POLICY OF THE SERBIAN ARMED FORCES 

The majority of the most important practitioners and media theorists believe that wider masses (i.e. 
those who ultimately form the basis of public opinion) are usually neither sufficiently (well) informed, 
nor educationally and culturally mature to draw their own conclusions... they do it with assistance 
[17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24]. These relationships are shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. 
Elements and process of political and security decision-making [2] 

 
In their assessments of security and defence, people usually depend on external information and in-
terpretations: addresses and speeches of their political leaders, statements of their government and 
other institutions, information and comments on television, radio and in newspapers [9]. "The fact is 
that the traditional media represent the main channel of communication, which directly influences the 
formation of opinions and attitudes of public opinion. However, rapid growth in the number of social 
network users, especially the younger population, has initiated the need to use communication po-
tential of new media to communicate directly with selected target groups in order to inform them 
about the work, mission and tasks of an organization" [25]. 

The media is one of the mechanisms that enables the society and individuals to view themselves, the 
environment and the world. "With a lot of information, the public media paint our present on an invis-
ible time screen every day. This media image of individual, but also wider, social reality is framed by 
the amount of information and the scope of our knowledge" [26]. However, the image that the media 
create does not have to completely coincide with reality. Sometimes that deviation is huge, to such an 
extent that the media image and reality differ in essence. "The staging of communication during the 
trans-mission of content is changing in the direction of a comprehensive picture of the society and 
consciousness. This builds social status, because the one who appears more often in the public repre-
sents relevance, competence, reliability and power" [27]. 

"The public trust in the Armed Forces, which in Serbia relies heavily on historical experience (the es-
sential role of the military in establishing a sovereign state and maintaining national identity) and cul-
tural traditions (high appreciation of struggle and war as a means of preserving freedom and inde-
pendence) is subject to significant fluctuations if not supported by public knowledge about the 
sources of security risks, insight into the goals of the use of military force, the professional readiness 
of the military to perform the tasks defined by law and the practical results of its actions. It is largely 
formed on the attitude of the society that the Armed Forces, despite material-technical and orga-
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nizational-transitional problems, can perform their function of protection, especially in crisis or war 
situations. This is where, unfortunately, the knowledge (i.e. mental and preferential engagement) of 
the general public regarding the Armed Forces ends" [28]. 

Critical reconsideration of the foundations on which public opinion on the Armed Forces relies is a 
constant task of civil society since their good credibility in the eyes of the public is in the interest of 
both the state and society. It is in the nature of the media to quickly turn their attention from an event 
and topic to other. However, maintaining public attention to issues of public interest is a legitimate 
task of the media in the service of the public. It implies a professional decision to present a topic as a 
priority and to be constantly followed, as well as to develop public debate around it in order to find an 
optimal solution for the community. In a similar way-through planned professional engagement - the 
media should stimulate the interest of the civil sector in the optimal organization of the security and 
defence sector. 

At general level, the goals of the media policy of the Serbian Armed Forces should be [28]: 

- regular, timely and accurate informing of the public about all events and things that interest it; 

- creating and maintaining a good opinion of the Serbian Armed Forces among national and target 
foreign public and profiling their image; 

- use of all suitable ways of promotion and publicity for the purpose of constant communication with 
the society in order to provide stable social and state support; 

- performing the abovementioned in cooperation with other state systems and elements, especially in 
the field of security, internal and foreign policy, and 

- work of the competent services in the Serbian Armed Forces within the legally defined framework, 
with strict protection from daily political events and attempts at instrumentalization by any institu-
tion, party or individual. 

Fulfilling the mentioned goals to a sufficient extent, as well as gaining adequate and constant media 
attention that have a positive attitude towards the Armed Forces, its purpose and role in the state 
and society, the Serbian Armed Forces can gain leverage of soft power and enable easier and more 
efficient functioning of the system, both in peacetime and wartime conditions. 

CONCLUSION 

The fact that the media are ubiquitous and pervasive has given the public new roles in the security 
sector. They have become a key link between the public (society) and the military. The way in which 
they interpret and thematize security threats (and in the case of Serbia also the military system re-
form) becomes crucial for public support to the Armed Forces (i.e. their reform). 

Thus, the role of the media in redesigning a traditional dichotomy between the society and defence 
sector is one of the success factors in reforming the militarysecurity system. In that sense, maintaining 
a good image of the Serbian Armed Forces and their adequate media representation is not only in the 
interest of the security system, but also the Republic of Serbia. It is, therefore, an unavoidable func-
tion, but it has not been given adequate significance in the transformation of the military system 
(which is still ongoing). 

"The Armed Forces, regardless of the fact that they are indisputably one of the state pillars, in the 
media space such as ours today cannot count on the support of most public media in advance. They 
have to fight for the support of public opinion, primarily by affirming the true values of the military 
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organization and its social significance. This can be done only by professionals, capable of achieving 
goals of addressing the public and positively influencing the formation of desirable public opinion by 
an effective address in the media that are not a priori benevolent towards the Armed Forces-from the 
point of view of our Armed Forces in the process of their transformation into the armed force ready 
to respond to modern challenges" [29]. In addition to competent institutions and bodies, it is neces-
sary to engage the professional public, especially the part that deals with research and analysis of the 
media and public opinion. When it comes to security factors, academics and mass media can play an 
important indirect role in defining and interpreting security issues [30]. 

In the absence of a clear media policy, the Serbian Armed Forces found themselves at a moment 
when the defence system is being reformed, as well. This enables the development of a strategy that 
can be coordinated with other elements of the defence and security system in the reform process. It 
can be concluded that it is necessary to establish a system of making and conducting media policy of 
the Armed Forces with the adoption of the highest defence documents, which have to contain 
properly defined and clearly set security, communication and general social goals, strategies and ele-
ments that support such media policy, which becomes an instrument of soft power by its adequate 
implementation. 

In short, the Serbian Armed Forces must have a defined and adequate media policy that is continuous-
ly implemented in order to function better in peacetime, and to increase the chances of fulfilling de-
fence and political goals in the event of crisis situations and war. 
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Nova medijska strategija Vojske Srbije kao instrument meke 
moći 

 

 

Sažetak:  
Rad elaborira koncept i značaj medijske politike i primenjuje ga na Vojsku Srbije. Analizira 
se značaj medija u bezbednosnom sektoru na državnom i međunarodnom nivou i ističe 
potreba za dobrim medijskim predstavljanjem Vojske Srbije radi podrške javnosti za bitne 
odluke koje se tiču vojnih i bezbednosnih pitanja. Predstavljen je koncept strateških ko-
munikacija i njihov odnos sa medijskom politkom koju bi Vojska morala da razvija kao 
jedan od instrumenata meke moći, što predstavlja interes ne samo ovog sistema već i 
države i društva. Takođe, navode se osnovni elementi čije ispunjavanje bi stvorilo uslove 
za kreiranje i vođenje adekvatne medijske politike kao instrumenta meke moći. 
 
Ključne reči: Vojska Srbije; medijska politika; mediji; strateške komunikacije; javnost; 
javno mnjenje 
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